Boundaries
Boundaries preserve our energy. They form the foundation of our
grounded power, help us feel whole, and prevent the accumulation
of more trauma and emotions that we may otherwise
unconsciously gather and store within us.
Having a regular practice around protecting and clearing your
energy centers and maintaining healthy boundaries is crucial to
have a clear womb space. It also keeps you sane, and protects
your heart, spirit, and vital energies.
Without healthy boundaries, we feel tired. We attract drama, and
trauma. We attract predators. We don't have a sustainable source
of energy, and we don't have a container to hold any energy we
do receive. It is draining.
Energetic boundaries prevent the leaking of vital life force from
our centers (chakras). It prevents us taking on energies of other
people like a sponge. When we have clear, strong boundaries, we
can hold space for others without being sucked into their spiraling
vortex of emergency. Building boundaries is a crucial skill for
healers, really any human that is around and in relationship with
other humans!
Sometimes, things do get in. We cannot control everyone, and so
having a practice alongside boundary-building, of energetic
clearing, is also important to have in your toolkit. That way, you
can emerge from a charged event without holding onto it, with a
way to release it.
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Building boundaries has to do with how you carry yourself
throughout the day. Building self-respect and self-honoring is first
and foremost. From this place, you can honor your time and life
force by saying no to events, people, and situations that do not
resonate.
It's also important to understand that boundaries are not like a
wall - or at least, they shouldn't be. We don't want to wall off our
heart. There are some situations where we do need armor
(hopefully rare), but then we need to take that down when we feel
safe again. I see healthy boundaries like a window with a screen.
In some hopefully rare situations, we can fully shut the window.
And then the rest of the time, we can open the window and let the
fresh air flow in and out. But, the window also has a screen - not
everything is let in!
The other piece of building boundaries has to do with healing the
trauma that lives in our body and re-writing stories we have
always told ourselves. Healing trauma means that we learn to
prioritize ourselves. We are grounded in ourselves, so we don't
have to play the co-dependency game with others. We can say no.
We understand that how another person reacts is part of their
own emotions, and does not have to do with us. There's a healthy
separation.
Listen to the audio "Trauma in the Pelvis" to have the foundation
of understanding how trauma lives in our body, and how
awareness can help us find a release.
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The other meditations and practices help support cultivating a
connection to our power center and inner voice/intuition, reimprinting our body with love and honoring, and finding release
with energies we don't want to hold onto, through natural channels
that live within us, that we can tap into.
Developing boundaries is a journey. Things come up in life that
will test you (especially around our family, so often). These events
are teachers; and are a call to check in with yourself:. I ask myself
the following questions at these times:
Do I need to say no to preserve my energy?
Am I living out my trauma and past experiences in this
interaction? How did I attract this based on an unhealed part
of myself? How can I choose something different?
Which is the path that honors and prioritizes myself the most?
How does this interaction feel in my body? Which choice and
reaction can I have that makes me feel at peace, grounded,
relieved, in my body?
And this last question is really crucial, as our body is the guide in
our interpersonal encounters. If you leave situations feeling
drained, with thoughts that are running a mile a minute, if you
feel ungrounded, angry, a darkness, any feelings like this, you
might want to consider if that situation is serving you. This shows
you where there are leaks in your energetic boundaries, and/or
where you might need to say no to those interactions.
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And again, there are many times in life where we emerge from a
situation feeling any of the above, and need to release that and
clear our body and mental self of the situation. This is where
energy clearing comes in.
I'm sure you've had a situation where after an interaction, you
came home and you just felt off. Maybe you felt like you took on
something from another person. Maybe you feel depressed,
ungrounded, dizzy, anxious. And you feel distinctly that is not you,
this came from the outside and you want to release it.
The first thing to do in this situation is take a shower. If you have
access to a natural water source like a pool or river or lake, even
better. Submerge in the water, let it wash away down the drain
anything you don't want to hold onto. If this isn't enough, I tap
into my voice in the shower. I let whatever sounds come out of me
that build harmony and blessings in my body (om-ing is great),
and this is after I exhale loudly or groan or moan out the intensity
first. I promise, this always works powerfully!
Next, what I've always found helpful is connecting to something
higher, something outside of myself; connecting to sacredness and
divinity. This means something different for everyone. We might
feel very ungrounded and lost after taking on someone's energies.
If we cannot access our own voice and soul signature right away,
connecting to powerful influences can help instill us with a sense
that we are not alone. Through feeling safe and at peace, we can
find a way back home to ourselves.
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So this can mean connecting to the four elements and their
directions, laying on the earth, connecting to Goddess archetypes
and invoking them, calling in your ancestors, tapping into the grid
of light that lives within the Earth. Anything that inspires in you a
trust and a surrender into something bigger than you, something
that is divinely perfect. The opposite of chaos, the opposite of
emergency, that you may be feeling.
Once you can connect to those energies, you can weave it into
your own body and its channels. Put both hands on your womb.
Feel the pathway to the core of the Earth. Feel how you can
gather wisdom and strength here, and how you channel up energy
as a source as well.
The antidote to darkness, negativity, is connecting to something
higher, something Divine. Remembering that there is a matrix of
light within all living things, remembering the sacredness of your
body and heart. Remembering the expansiveness of your being.
Tapping into the Divine and asking it to fill you up with light.
To sum up after a negative interaction:
Get yourself in water, wash away the external imprint.
Tone/sing intuitively for further release.
Connect to the Divine for blessings, inspiration, to fill you up
with light and remembering of your true nature.
Get outside on the Earth, bare feet or your full body laying on
the soil.
Connect to the energy channel from your womb > Earth.
Remember your own divinity and power.
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There is also an exercise in my book, called Sacred Flower
Boundaries, that might be helpful to use when you know you are
going to go into a situation or interaction where you want to close
up a bit, or be somewhat internal. It doesn't need to be thought of
as a negative thing. I do this exercise before I have a healing
session, because I don't want to take on her energies into my own
body: I want only to be a channel from the Earth and the cosmos
to support whatever her healing journey looks like on that day. So
this exercise can be used so that you aren't a sponge for others'
energies.
Like most of my meditations, they are quite simple and the key is
in the intention and power of your visualization. This exercise is
built around a foundation of the chakra system, so refer to this
picture
Crown (purple) - top of your head.
Consciousness, unity, inspiration.
Third Eye (indigo) - intuition, wisdom
Throat (blue) - power, voice
Heart (green) - joy, connection
Solar Plexus (yellow) - halfway
between sternum + navel. personal
power, transformation.
Sacral (orange)- uterine area.
sexuality, creativity.
Root (red) - cervix/tailbone.
groundedness, safety, primal instincts
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Sacred Flower Boundary Exercise
Anywhere you are, envision each of your chakras as an open
flower, pulsing with aliveness – a flower with large petals, like a
hibiscus.
As you breathe, feel the petals pulsing in tune with your breath.
After you can feel this fully in your body, begin to inhale as the
petals open wide, imagining taking in energy from the sun. As you
exhale, feel them close like a morning glory flower at nighttime:
they retreat within themselves into a bud.
With each breath, they move into a tighter bud until they are fully
closed. You can do this one by one, and then when you feel it has
gotten easier for you, it can be a quicker exercise where you can
close them all at once.
This can be done when you go out into the world and want to
preserve your energy. Remember when you get home and feel safe
to visualize the opening of your petals again.
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